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Abstract
Advances in sensor networking and location tracking
technology enable location-based applications but they
also create significant privacy risks. Privacy is typi-
cally addressed through privacy policies, which inform
the user about a service provider’s data handling prac-
tices and serve as the basis for the user’s decision to re-
lease data. However, privacy policies require user inter-
action and offer little protection from malicious service
providers. This paper addresses privacy through a dis-
tributed anonymity algorithm that is applied in a sensor
network, before service providers gain access to the data.
These mechanisms can provide a high degree of privacy,
save service users from dealing with service providers’
privacy policies, and reduce the service providers’ re-
quirements for safeguarding private information.

1 Introduction
Sensor network technology promises a vast increase in
automatic data collection capabilities through efficient
deployment of tiny sensing devices. Arrays of sensors
could be deployed alongside roads to monitor traffic pat-
terns or inside buildings to sense contextual information
for adaptive computing services. In particular, there is
great interest in location tracking systems, which deter-
mine the position of users for location-based services.
We foresee that sensor network technology decreases the
cost of such systems by replacing cables with multi-hop
radio communications and allowing in-network process-
ing of data.

While these technologies offer great benefits to users,
they also exhibit significant potential for abuse.1 Particu-
larly relevant are privacy concerns, since sensor network
technology provides greatly expanded data collection ca-
pabilities.

A common approach addresses privacy concerns at the
database or location server layer—after data has been
collected. For example, privacy policies govern who can
use an individual’s data for which purposes [2, 3, 4].
Furthermore, data perturbation [5] or anonymity mecha-
nism [6, 7] provide access to data without disclosing pri-

1Indeed, at least in one case a man stalked his former girlfriend
aided by a GPS device and digital cellular transmitter mounted on her
car [1].

vacy sensitive information. However, data is difficult to
protect once it is stored on a system. In the past, private
data has been inadvertently disclosed over the Internet
and companies have distributed data in violation of their
own privacy policies. In addition, data theft and distri-
bution through company insiders poses a serious chal-
lenge. Such approaches also do not address the risks that
an adversary circumvents the location server and directly
collects data from the location tracking system.

This paper leverages sensor nodes’ data processing
capabilities to enhance privacy through distributed, in-
network anonymity mechanisms. These mechanisms are
applied before data leaves the sensor network and can
be stored in a location server; thus, databases and lo-
cations servers are removed from the trusted computing
base, meaning users only need to trust the sensor net-
work itself. A third party, independent from the data
consumers, could install and service the network to es-
tablish user trust. The paper concentrates on location
sensor networks, since location information is especially
privacy sensitive and potentially specific enough to re-
veal the identity of individuals. Specifically, the paper
contributes the following key ideas:

• a discussion of privacy risks and attacks for location
sensor networks

• a distributed privacy algorithm that cloaks location
information to preserve anonymity

• a complimentary routing scheme and election algo-
rithm that chooses leaders for hierarchically orga-
nized entities in physical space

2 Related Work
Privacy concerns in location-based application scenarios
are typically addressed in a location broker residing in
the middleware layer. To our knowledge, Spreitzer and
Theimer [8] pioneered the development of such an archi-
tecture. In this work, each user owns a trusted user agent
that acts as an intermediary. It collects location informa-
tion from a variety of sensors and controls application
access to this data.

More recent research addresses the specifics of privacy
policies, on which access control decisions are based.
For instance, Myles and colleagues [9] describe an ar-
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chitecture for a centralized location server that controls
access from client applications through a set of valida-
tor modules that check XML-encoded application pri-
vacy policies. In the automotive telematics domain, Duri
and colleagues [4] present a policy-based framework for
protecting sensor information, where an in-car computer
can act as a trusted agent. Hengartner and Steenkiste [10]
point out that access control decisions can be governed
by either room or location policies; thus, such systems
should be able to resolve conflicts between several dif-
ferent policies. Snekkenes [3] presents advanced con-
cepts for specifying policies in the context of a mobile
phone network. These concepts enable access control
based on criteria such as time of the request, location,
speed, and identity of the located object. However, the
author concludes by expressing doubt that the average
user will specify such complex policies. In addition, pri-
vacy policies mainly serve as a vehicle for establishing
trust in a service provider—they cannot guarantee that
the provider adequately protects the collected data from
in- or outside attacks.

Anonymity mechanisms present an alternative
to privacy policy-based access control through de-
personalization of data before its release. Specifically,
Gruteser and Grunwald [11] analyze the feasibility of
anonymizing location information for location-based
services in an automotive telematics environment. In
addition, Beresford and Stajano [12] independently
evaluate anonymity techniques for an indoor location
system based on the Active Bat. These approaches
address the problem of too precise location information
that enables identification of a user or continued tracking
of movements. However, access control or anonymity
mechanisms in the middleware offer little protection
when the location tracking system (the sensors) are
owned by an untrusted party, such as in a shopping mall.

The Cricket Location-Support System [13] incorpo-
rates privacy concern in the design of the location sen-
sor system itself. The system comprises a set of bea-
cons embedded into the environment and receiving de-
vices that determine their location through listening for
the radio and ultrasound beacons. This approach en-
hances user privacy over previous systems, such as the
Active Badge [14] and the Active Bat [15], because de-
vice location information is initially only known to the
devices themselves. The owner can then conceivably de-
cide to whom this data should be released. Therefore,
users do not need to trust the embedded sensors or a lo-
cation server. However, it requires the user to carry a
device that is compatible with the beacons and power-
ful enough to make access control decisions, to delegate
them to the user (via a suitable interface), or to commu-
nicate the request to another trusted agent. It does not
cover other classes of location-tracking systems, where
the user carries no device (e.g., infrared cameras) or the
device is not powerful enough to allow such decision-
making (e.g., RFID or the Active Bat).

3 Design Considerations
One usage example of a location sensor network is an
in-building occupant movement tracking system. Such a
location system would be useful for architectural and in-
terior design, since it would deliver data on the popular-
ity and usage of different building areas such as confer-
ence rooms, alcoves, individual offices, or supermarket
aisles.2 However, employees or customers might be con-
cerned about their privacy. We will revisit this example
throughout the paper.

These applications require aggregate statistics on the
popularity of certain locations but not necessarily pre-
cise information about a person’s location at any given
time. Therefore, we argue that this problem can reason-
ably be addressed through anonymity mechanisms that
reduce data quality within known bounds to maintain a
well-defined level of anonymity in different situations.

We do not restrict the system to a specific location
sensing technology but make the following assumptions.
The location tracking system comprises an array of sen-
sor nodes, one or more base stations, and a location
server. The sensor nodes are resource limited computing
devices with wireless communication capabilities (e.g.,
[17, 18]). The sensors itself should be capable to deter-
mine the number of individuals in an area and monitor
changes in real-time. Base stations bridge the wireless
sensor communications into the wired network, where
the location server collects the sensor data and publishes
it to applications.

The sensor system periodically reports location infor-
mation as a set of tuples (c, a) where a labels an area and
c the count of data subjects, who visited the area during
the period. Areas are hierarchically organized; therefore,
the network can present an overall count for a certain area
in addition to counts for smaller sub-areas within.

3.1 Privacy Threats and Attack Model
We define a location privacy threat as an instance in
which an adversary can obtain an individual’s (the data
subject’s) location information through the location sys-
tem and can identify the individual. For example,
through the location system an adversary could obtain
the current position of every individual. Continuous ac-
cess to this information would allow him to track move-
ments of an unknown user. However, for this to consti-
tute a location privacy threat, the adversary must also be
able to link identities to the reported user locations.

To identify individuals, the adversary can have prior
information about the people and space that are moni-
tored. For example, knowing who owns a particular of-
fice would most likely correctly identify a person that is
monitored in this office [12]. The adversary can simply

2In fact, the IBM Footprint research project [16] developed an in-
expensive $10 infrared sensor. An array of such sensors allows stores
to measure the effectiveness of their store design by tracking the path
of customers through the store. For example, it reveals whether promo-
tional items are effectively placed, whether customers stopped to look
at promotions, or how long customers had to search for a specific item.
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link these two pieces of information and conclude that
with very high probability the identified individual is in
his office. Once identified, he can then track the individ-
ual’s movements to other areas of the building by mon-
itoring the location updates. Through adaptively chang-
ing data precision, the sensor network seeks to prevent
(or at least make sufficiently difficult) that an adversary
can link prior information with the information obtained
through the sensor system. The network should only re-
veal precise locations of groups of people, but not of
individuals and their paths. Inspired by Samarati and
Sweeney [19, 6, 7], we consider the data k-anonymous,
if every location reported from the network is indistin-
guishable from at least k 1 other subjects.

This work also considers a more sophisticated adver-
sary, with local access to the sensor network, who attacks
the network to gain more precise location information.
In particular, the adversary could mount the following
attacks:

• Passive Attacks

Eavesdropping. The adversary could simply lis-
ten to data and control traffic. Control traf-
fic conveys information about the sensor net-
work configuration. Data traffic contains po-
tentially more detailed information than acces-
sible through the location server.

Traffic analysis. An increase in the number of
transmitted packets between certain nodes
could signal that a specific sensor has regis-
tered activity.

• Active Attacks

Insert false data. A malicious node could trick the
system into reducing data distortion (privacy
protection) through spoofing subjects.

Change routing behavior. An inserted or compro-
mised node could drop packets, forward them
incorrectly, or advertise itself as the best route
to all nodes (blackhole effect) in an attempt to
gain information.

This paper focuses on user privacy; hence, we do not
consider attacks such as denial of service, where the ad-
versary does not learn any private information.

4 System Design
A network is needed that provides near real-time loca-
tion information with the properties that it preserves k-
anonymity with respect to the described attack model
while still delivering useful data. To achieve this goal,
we take the following approach.

4.1 Approach
Data cloaking. The sensor network perturbs the sensed

location data so that it meets the k-anonymity cri-
terion. Ideally, the network applies only the mini-

Figure 1: The desired result of coordination leader elec-
tion is one CL at each hierarchical level

mum necessary perturbation so that the data retains
its usefulness for a large number of applications.

Hierarchical aggregation. Network nodes organize
distribution of sensed location data through a
spanning tree. Multiple nodes throughout the
spanning tree, the coordination leaders (CL), cloak
data so that no single entity has a complete view of
the original data. The hierarchy should reflect the
spatial characteristics of the area. For example, it
could be organized into cubicles, rooms, floors, and
buildings.

Secure and unobservable communications. Nodes
communicate with encrypted and authenticated
data packets (e.g., using the SPINS protocols [20])
to prevent eavesdropping and active attacks. In
addition, data transmissions are periodic and
independent from sensor readings to protect against
traffic analysis.

4.2 Coordination Leader Election and Spanning
Tree Construction

The decentralized cloaking and aggregation mechanism
requires one coordination leader for every level of hierar-
chy; for example, one CL for every room, for every floor,
and for the building. Figure 1 depicts such a configura-
tion. All data flows from the individual nodes first to the
room CL and then to the floor CL, which sends the data
to a location server. Since CLs can be outside the single-
hop radio range, network nodes need to establish routes
to higher-level coordination leaders. The node routing
tables will hold an entry for each of the hierarchical CLs
that this node belongs to. Referring to Fig. 1, a node in
Room B may be required to forward packets to its room
CL, while also forwarding packets from Room C bound
for the floor CL. For n levels of hierarchy, n routing ta-
ble entries will be required. Notice that the size of the
routing table scales with the total number of hierarchies,
rather than the number of nodes in the network.

A hierarchical node ID assignment that mirrors the
characteristics of the physical area simplifies coordina-
tion leader election. To this end, the ID describes where
the node is physically located (e.g., in which room). The
node ID is subdivided into several bitfields that deter-
mine its identification at every level within the hierarchy.
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Every node will have a unique ID, but nodes within the
same room will share the same room ID, while nodes on
the same floor will all share the same floor ID. The IDs
and the hierarchy are statically configured during system
installation.

Coordination leader election and routing table setup
uses a 3-way handshake protocol. The process starts with
a root node, such as a base station or the location server
to elect coordination leaders for the top level (e.g. floors).
The selected coordination leaders than recursively apply
the protocol to find CLs for their sublevels until lead-
ers are elected for all levels. The handshake involves
the three packet types CL REQUEST, CL REPLY, and
CL CONFIRM, which simply contain the sender and re-
ceiver node ID, a hop count, and the packet type.

CL REQUEST A CL broadcasts a CL REQUEST
packet to discover subordinate CLs. This packet is
flooded through the network, but is dropped at all nodes
that are not subordinates of the request CL (this is de-
termined by comparing sender and node ID). For exam-
ple, when the CL of Floor A sends out a CL REQUEST,
nodes on Floor B would drop the packet. As this packet is
propagated through the network, nodes can set up routing
tables to the originating CL. Therefore, a CL REQUEST
from a CL at hierarchical level n, will result in filling all
the routing tables for level n at all nodes who recognize
the sender as their CL.

CL REPLY Every node that receives a
CL REQUEST packet from a parent CL answers
with a CL REPLY packet. This indicates that the replier
is a potential candidate to be a CL at the sublevel. Reply
packets use the routes to the CL established through the
CL REQUEST packet. The parent CL then chooses as
an unique CL for each direct sublevel the quickest replier
among all candidates with the lowest hop count. Other
metrics such as signal strength for single hop candidates
are also plausible. Intermediate nodes forwarding
CL REPLY packets will increment the hop count field.
They can also drop packets from same-level nodes, if
they have already sent a reply packet that is superior
according to the well-known selection metric. As an
example, a node in Room B can drop reply packets from
other nodes in Room B, if they have a higher hop count
than a previously forwarded packet.

CL CONFIRM Finally, the parent CL sends a
CL CONFIRM packet to each chosen CL, which is
flooded until it reaches the new CL. A confirmed
CL then restarts the process by sending out its own
CL REQUEST to the next lower level of hierarchies.

4.3 Data Cloaking
Nodes employ two basic techniques to increase
anonymity: Provide less spatial accuracy and perturb the
count of subjects in the covered area. In our hierarchi-
cal organization, less spatial accuracy can be achieved by
omitting a range of the less significant bits of the sender
node ID (ID blurring); thus, the two approaches are:

1. Cloak ID, provide precise data

2. Cloak data, provide precise ID

The data cloaking algorithm combines both ap-
proaches. Each node stores the desired anonymity level
k, which is preconfigured. If the number of subjects
meets or exceeds k the algorithm cloaks data and pro-
vides a precise node ID (which describes the area); oth-
erwise, it provides precise data with a cloaked ID.

Data cloaking is achieved through smart rounding. We
define the smart rounding function as follows:

y =
{

x if x mod k = 0
roundk(x (0.5 ∗ r)) otherwise

where roundk rounds to the nearest multiple of k and
r is a random variable that contains 0 or 1 with equal
probability. At higher event counts, smart rounding will
allow for more precision of data location, rather than ac-
tual data values. Smart Rounding would occur only once
if no aggregation occurred with other data packets and
then be passed directly up to the highest level.

Having the ID blurred at lower subject counts will
allow aggregation of these small numbers to occur at
higher hierarchical levels. Eventually the blurred ID will
get to a hierarchical level where it can be aggregated and
exceeds k. Otherwise, it will get passed up to the highest
hierarchical level with that highest level’s ID.

In order to defend against traffic analysis attacks, the
network will follow a near constant rate of data traffic.
Already, nodes are sending events to CLs at a constant
rate. Of course, lack of traffic could also possibly give
away information. In the office usage space example,
lack of traffic would relate to no movement meaning that
no one is in the room, floor, or even building. This is in-
formation we do not want an attacker to gain. Therefore
all nodes are required to send at least one packet per data
gathering interval (with an event count of zero). Even if a
node has seen no events, it still must send a packet. CLs
are also required to send at least one packet.

We require at least one packet, because CLs may have
to send multiple packets due to the size of the data in-
coming versus the buffer size available on the node. By
allowing more than one packet to be sent, our design is
also much more scalable to larger networks, where data
incoming to a node may completely overwhelm the re-
sources available in a node.

5 Preliminary Conclusions
We have outlined a potential solution to the challenge
of integrating privacy-enhancing mechanisms into sen-
sor systems. This approach promises to strengthen user
privacy protection compared to solutions at the database
level because it prevents collection of privacy-sensitive
data. From our ongoing work, we draw the following
experiences and preliminary conclusions:
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Figure 2: From the lower ID, a receiver would only know
an event occurred at the sub-room level. The upper ID
shows even more blurring to the room level

• Designing privacy protection into sensor systems
seems feasible albeit the current design suffers from
a substantial communication overhead to defend
against traffic analysis. This is especially concern-
ing, if sensors have a very restricted energy budget.

• Privacy concerns influence system design especially
in the area of networking protocols.

• Needed is a formal, likely probabilistic, model for
location anonymity that captures the notion of a
continuous stream of data. This would enable a bet-
ter evaluation of the privacy protection afforded by
such systems.

• Finally, a better understanding of the location data
accuracy requirements for different classes of ap-
plications would enable an analysis of the level of
anonymity that can be sustained for such applica-
tions.
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